Sewage Overflows
in Southwestern
Pennsylvania
Most residents of Southwestern Pennsylvania with public sewer connections assume
that their sewage travels to a plant where the water is suitably treated before it is
discharged into streams and rivers.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t always happen that way. On the contrary, untreated sewage
flows into our region’s rivers almost every time it rains. This is a serious problem for
our region—and one that everybody can help to solve.
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Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs)

In the early 20th century, cities and towns built combined
sewer systems that carried both sewage and stormwater to
treatment facilities through a single set of pipes. During wet
weather, the volume of water overwhelms these systems.
To prevent sewage from backing up into homes, CSO outlets
were created. In our region, as little as one-tenth of an inch
of rain can cause these outlets to release excess sewage
and stormwater directly into our rivers.
CSOs exist in many areas across the nation, but nowhere
are they as prevalent as in Southwestern Pennsylvania.
More than one-sixth of the nation’s CSOs are located in
Pennsylvania, and almost half of these are concentrated in
its Southwestern region.

Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs)

During the 1930s, cities began building sanitary sewers instead of combined sewers,
meaning that sewage and stormwater were carried through separate pipes. But sanitary
sewers can overflow too. SSOs can occur for a variety of reasons, from mechanical failures
to blockages. In many areas, stormwater leaks into the sanitary sewer system through old,
cracked pipes or joints, causing overflows during wet weather.

Solving our water problems together
… because we all live downstream

Photo above is of Nine Mile Run in Allegheny County on a dry day. Below is a photo of it after wet weather.

CSOs and SSOs are more than just a nuisance.

They are public health hazards, raising levels of dangerous bacteria in our rivers and streams. During
the especially wet summer of 2004, the Allegheny County Health Department declared the rivers unsafe
for human contact on an astonishing 125 days—91 percent of the entire recreational season! Bacteria
in the rivers aren’t just a problem for anglers and boaters; they put the region at risk of disaster. Locally,
in one epidemic, more than 400 people became ill from sewage pathogens that got through drinking
water treatment processes. And in 1993, a water plant failure allowed water-borne pathogens to sicken
400,000 people in Milwaukee, Wis., causing more than 100 deaths.

What can you do about sewer overflows?

•

•
•

Have your stormwater drains tested. If your
home is connected to a separate sanitary
sewer system, your stormwater drains should
be separate and not leaking or improperly
connected to the sewer system.
Check your laterals—that is, the pipes that
connect your house to the public sewer line.
Broken or leaking laterals can let stormwater
get into the sewer system and can cause
sewage to back up into your home.
Plant trees and other vegetation around your
home to capture stormwater runoff.
Install a rain barrel to collect stormwater
from your roof that can later be used to water
your lawn or garden. In addition to providing
you with free water, these barrels reduce the
amount of stormwater that goes into combined
or sanitary sewers.

•

Support local efforts to eliminate CSOs and
SSOs. Getting rid of these problems will
require large investments of time and money.
As municipalities and sewage authorities work
to improve their systems, customers’ rates
may increase. Municipal collaborations may be
recommended as a means of addressing wetweather problems in the most cost-effective
manner. Your support and cooperation can
help to solve CSO and SSO problems as
quickly and inexpensively as possible.

For more information, contact the Regional Water Management Task
Force by calling Ty Gourley at 412-624-7792 or e-mailing dtg9@pitt.edu.
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